
Speed up your time-to-market
PubPro increases the agility and speed of critical publication 
workflows so you can get to market faster without 
compromising the integrity or safety of your products. 

Configured to your unique SOPs
We configure PubPro to your unique SOPs, which prevents 
your users from adopting clunky workarounds or switching 
between multiple applications.

Reduce errors and compliance risks
PubPro ensures your publication management processes are 
air-tight and constantly adapting to ever-changing regulatory 
and business requirements.

Medical affairs is evolving.
Can your publications process keep up?

Outdated publication management systems
can result in delayed approvals, compliance 
headaches, and missed opportunities
that jeopardize market success.

Automate publication 
management with PubPro
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Other publication
management solutions  

Review
assignments

Must manually update
assignments per publication

Automated, role-based
review assignments

Debarment
checks

Manually performed by other
departments

Configurable routing of
debarment check results

Dashboards Complicated; users must
configure themselves

Pre-filtered dashboards,
based on user roles at setup

Configurability Challenging and/or expensive
to customize

Designed specifically to be
configurable
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Feature comparison

Unmatched configurability
Get the speed and affordability you need, plus powerful 
configurability not found in competing solutions. 

PubPro offers the perfect balance of pre-built functionality and flexibility, with 80% 
of the solution already built and the remaining 20% configured to your requirements. 

80%
pre-built

20%
configurable



PubPro is built on a powerful, low-code platform:
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 for Life Sciences 
Pr     cess Director

 Get life-changing products to market faster.
 Build great experiences for HCPs and patients.
 Grow and scale without sacrificing efficiency.

Process Director for Life Sciences helps organizations 
automate critical processes so they can:

With Process Director, there's 
endless possibilities for optimizing 
other processes, whether you create 
your own or use one of our pre-built 
use cases, like PubPro.

With cost-effective platform 
licensing, you enjoy the greatest 
bang for your buck as you create 
more new processes.  

Our platform
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We help life science organizations operate better 
so they can unlock their highest growth potential.

Do we seem familiar?
You may have spotted us before at industry events, like:

Who are we?

We are                          .

Customer success story
LimFlow, an early-stage life science company specializing in treating
critical limb-threatening ischemia (CLTI), uses PubPro from BP Logix
to automate their publication management process.

With collaborative document authoring tools, they reduce manual
effort and save time on the publication review process.


